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Summary

T~~s report continues the study of fires in cubical enclosures with one -side
open(1),2); the results of experi~~ts with cribs of 1 in wood with one packing
density have already been reported,2J. In this report, results are given for .
cribs of t in,- 1 in, 2 in and 3 in square seotion wood burnt in 2 and 3 ft
cubical boxes, with one side open, in order to compare their rates of burning
for the same packing density.

Some experiments have also been made with 1 in and t in wood at various
packing densities.

Cribs made with different thicknesses of stick -lose weight at different
rates, but maximum rates of loss of weight per unit area in the first 4 minutes
for 2 in thick sticks are about the same as those for 1 in wood. It is shown that
when t in and 1 in sticks are spaced sufficiently far apart they burn at the same
rate per unit area. The reasons w~ cribs of 3 in wood sticks burn more- slowly
are disoussed ..

The heights of the flames and the radiation from the enclosure and the
flames are also reported and discussed.
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THE BURNIN<;: OF WELL VENl'ILATED COMPARTMENT FIRES PART III

THE EF'FECT OF THE WOOD THICIrnESS

by

'C. T. Webster, ,Miss'M., Raftery and p. G. Smith

INTRODUCTION

An earlier report "The burning of fires in rooms Part 'II"(2) described a
series of tests in which cribs made from t in squaz-e secti'on sticks assembled in
one packing density were burnt in: 1',' 2' and 3 ft cube incombustible boxes with one
side openv.

In this report experiments 'are,described where sticks' of 'different
thicknesses were burnt in incombustible boxes 2 and 3 ft cube. Measurements' of'
the radiation" flame height aqd ,rate of burning are compared with those for
1, in wood reported in Part II~2) and the influence of thickness of wood on the
burning of cribs is discussed~

EXPERIMENl'AL

The experiments were carried out in ,2 ft and 3 ft cube incoinbustible 'boxes
having one side completely open. The 'experimental measurements and procedures
adopted for the tests ~ere the same as for the previous, series wi th 1 in wood ,
described in Part 1I(2). The cribs burned in the tests were of conditioned pine
wood ,either t in ,,1 in, 2 in or 3, in square section with unfinished surfaces and
a density of a~proximately ,50 Ib/cu;, ft~ For the tests with 2 in' wood the packing
density was 3~ per cent, that is the stick thickness was 1- of the spacing between
the strips; the same as for the previous tests with 1 in wood" but for tests with
3 in" 1 in and t in wood other packing densities were also investigated.

The weights of'2 in wood used were greater than in the previous tests with
1 in stioks, since for similar low weights the number of 2 in sticks were
insuffic'ient to form a crib. '

RESULTS

Rate of burning

The results of the tests are given in Table 1., The average burning rates,
R

9O
/ 20 are defined, by ,

:

"
where W

90 = 90 per:'~~~t, of 'the initial weight

20'per cent of'the initial weight

time during which this percentage weight loss occurred.

Si.milar;ty R /6, is d~t~~d 'as the mean rate of weightlossduri.ng the
period the weigh~ftegrea8es£rom90 to 60 per cent of the initial weight. '

, Fi~e 1 shows the variation of' fractional loss of weight W:i:th time for'
the 2 in sticks in the 3 ft,cUbe box, and FigUre 2 shows the average fraotional
weight loss with time for cribs of 6 sticks' or more high for 2 ft and 3 ft'
cube boxes. These curves show more curvature than was observed with l' in sticks.
FigUre 3 shows the variation 'of loss of weight with time for 3 in sticks in the
3 ft',cube,box,for various iid.tial weights of wood., The, mean of these results for
each thickness are given in Figure 4. Figure' 5 shows the variation of tate 'of, burn:i;ng



per unit area, r
90/20• of cribs with various packing densities of 1 in and i in

sticks.

Flame heights and radiation

The maximum flame heights" and peak radiation from the flames above the box
and from the box opening are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8 resp ectively, in terms
of the corresponding maxdmum burning rates. The lines shown with the points are
those obtained from the results in Part 11(2). The ordinates in the log. log
c~ve (Fig. 6) are based on results described' and Rrzlysed in F.R. Note No. 449(3).
This relation was found more satisfactory for presenting the data in Part 11(2)
which were sho~~ there as ratios, of flame height to cube dimension; a.presentation
which exhibited a scale effect. The original data are included as well.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS FOR RATE OF BURNING
t-

From a compar-Laon of the aver-age- curves in Fig. 4 it may be seen that the
form changes as the thickl'less of stick increases from 1 in." It will be shown
in the course of ~his report ~hat a large part of these differences can be
explained when reG"J,lts are considered in terms of rate of burning per unit area' ,;
of wood.

The weight loss for i ~ sticks

, The results for the cribs made with i in sticks' are given in Table 1.
It may be: seen from Fig. 5. that the rate of burning per unit area r

90
/ 20' increases

rapidly as' the packin6 ~ehsity decreases below 30 per,cent •. Except when the sticks
widely spaced the values of I'90/20 are significantly lower for crib'S of i in sticks
thai':, ,for, those of' 1, in sticks.

The weight loss for 1 in sticks

The results in Fig. 5 for. the 1 in sticks show that the rates per unit area
remains SUbstantially constagt at 0.78 mgm cm-2s-1 over the packing density ranges
of 100-30 per cent. As the packing density decreases from 30 per cent the rate'
increases until it approximates to the same as that for i in wood. The experi-,
ments could not be extended beyond packing densities of 7.5 per cent because for
this extreme packing density the number of sticks per layer was only two.

The rate of weight loss for the 2 in sticks

-,...,

In Fig., 1 it may be seen that for the 3 ftbox the fractional rat~s of
weight loss increases with the number of layers of sticks in the crib up to a
limit reached wilen there are 6 or more layers in the crib. The maximum value of ,_
rqo/60 is not approached until the cribs are 6 or more sticks high, presumably ,
because the heat loss from the crib is' too large when the number of layers is
small. It may be seen from Fig. 2 that for practical purposes the weight 10ss/ _
time relationships for the 2 ft and 3 ft boxes are almost the same, i.e. there is ' .'
only a small scale effect.· This scale e~fect may be a consequence of greater heat
loss from the wa.lIs of the smaller box. The mean value of r 90/20 for cribs of
6 sticks high or more was 0.60 mgm cIrt-2 s..,.1 (Test Nos. 132, 130; f34, 124;' 125, 126)
which is about 30 per cent lower than the results with the: 1 in square wood, 0.78 mgm
cm-2s-1 (see Fig. 2) Part n(.2). On the other hand, the mean value of I' /{, for
the same tests was 0.86 mgm cm-2s-1 which is in reasonable agreement wi~ROtH~
corresponding value (0.78 m~~l cm-2s-1) for the 1 in sticks. It appears that 
initially the 2 in wood cribs start burning at effectively the same rate as the
1 in wood cribs, then the rate falls off possibly because of the formation of a
layer of charcoal insulation which,.in the later stages of 'the fire, is thicker than
it was for the 1 in wood.

• The, symbols r90/20 and r90/60 refer to the rates of burning R90/20 and R90/60
.when expressed per unit area cf exposed wood surface. ' .

, ,

'••The quantity recorded as maximum flame height was obtained Visually and refers
to an estimate of the mean of the rapidly fluctuating height of continuous flame
during the period when this mean reaches a maximum value.
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The ;rat 13 of weight los's for the '3 in· sUcksc,- '.
. .

Two tests, results shown in Figure 3; were made,With,3 'ins:quaresection
sticks in thl:! 3 ft cube bOX, with a 28.6 per-vcerrt packing density" i ..e. sticks'
10t in apart, that is 3 sticks per layer and 3 layers. Both cribs ceased to burn
with more than 70 per cent of the wood lef"tunburnt. A further two tests were
'madson 'cribs, one With 100 per cent packing density, sticks 3 Ln. apart , 10 sticks
in 2 .layers, and the other ·with 50, percent 'packing density, sticks .6 in apart,.
8 Sticks in 2 layers •. Flaming persisted..with both these cribs' until the wood was
fully burnt. With the closer packing of, these two cribs' more heat was retained.
For the two cribs that were fully burnt ,:the maximum rate of burning was obtained
with the highest and heaviest crib';b\lt 1;1;e value of rSO/20 was 0.34mgm.-om-2s"'1
(Te.st No; 141 ,3 sticks' high)', about 50 per cent lower than'for the .1 in . sticks.
The value of rSO/60 for this test was 0.43 mgm cm-?s-1 •. These results suggest that
a much larger crib in a' larger box .would have to be burnt· to cibtain~the same
maximum rate of burning as for the' 1 in sticks.

MAXIMUM FLAME REIGET.

.The heights of' flame from the.base to above~;Q)~'Of the' enclosure' are
shown in Figure 6 plotted as logLi1J .against· log' D" '. ,

where L is the height of fla{ne' from base of bO:X .
.,D is the si'ze of the cube .; '. '.' . .. ..

Qmassfuel .flowrate equal to the rate of bUrning of the crib' in
: .. the early st;"ges when there is orily"bUrrdng' of' volatiles;· ".

.The line through the pointsiI1Fig~.6,i~ identical lVith t.. ha~Sq;!
Fig. 3;F. R.Note No. 449·and has the e quat.Lon~.:::. , ~4-~ ", .

: :The results extend .overva range, of ReyIiolds Number defined:.1i1' J"C'::J9-
f'r-om 15.80 - 8950 wit~ taken as 10-4 c.g.s.· .. .' ,

'The flames may be regarded as fully turbulent over the major part of the
range of· the experiments.

RADIATION FROM FLAMES ABOVE THE BOX

. The maximum radiation intensities from the flames above the box show a linear
relation' with maximUm burning rate per,- Unit floor or ;"i1idow area '(Ffg. "7).; The
results, particularly those for the higher bUrning rates,' tend to be higher than
those previously obtained. The correlation in these terms is empirical •. Further
analys1s 'is r-equfz-ed before it .is'possible to discuss the i1iterpretation of these
data. . ..... ,

MAXIMUM RADIATION FROM THE BOX OPENING

Figure 8 shows the maximum radiation from the box opening and the maximum
rate ,of· burning per unit floor or window area. The radiation tends to be only
slightJjhigher, about 10 per cent, than in the previous experiments, Part n(2).

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS , .,

It has beenThe influence of crib design on the burning rate is complex.
shown" .

. '. (~) that the rates of burning per unit area of wood for 2 in sticks is
comparable with that for 1 in sticks in the early part of the fire,
that is the r'1)/60 value does not ve:ry much between 1 in and 2 in sticks.
This only holas good for 2 in sticks if the cribs are six or more luyera
high;

-3'-
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there is a greater variation of burning "rate with, time for Jhe 2 in "j'

compared with the 1 in thick sticks" probably as a result of the rate of
'burning 'decreasing, as the charcoal'layer increases ,in" thickness to a

, greater value with 2 in sticks than with 1 in ,sticks;, .•

(c) . it is not been possible ,on'these' small scales to, make cribs of 3 in
wood of sufficient depth to reach a burning rate per unit area as ,Pi.gh
as those obtained for 1 in, and 2 in sticks., ,Within the r-ange of "
conditions 'explored decneasdngvthe spacing led to an increased'9!Jrn:ing
rate and in fact made a continuing fire'possible;

(d) for the t in and 1 in wood there was a considerable,range of packing,:
density which did not influence the rate of burning per uni~ area of
wood. However" "the minimum space 'between sticks in this region was'
not the variable horizontal spa.oing, but the smaller vertical 'spacing'
which was smaller for the,t in sticks.' This smaller space bet~een
layers may be the controlling factor in limiting the air flow, but ' for
these cribs a proportion of the volatiles may have burnt outside the
crib rather than inside, thu.s affecting the heat transfer rates within

.. the crib. At the wider, spacings where flames, could surround the
individual sticks :the rates per unit area for the t and 1 in sticks
then tend to approach the same value.

" ~.' ' ..

(b)

The way the" crib design affects the burning rate is still somewhat obscure,
the features of designappea,ing' to be cont;rolling factors 'varying with the design.
It may be preferable in the future to adopt a simpler form of fuel bed, e.g. a
series of parallel boards. However, at present it is not possible to say that any
one fuel, ~rangement represents a 'certain quantity 'of fuel and a certain'surface
area, excepf perhaps the, cribs" of l' and t in sticks widely spaced, and the early
stages of a'crib of 2 in wood. Nevertheless,' other fea~ures of the fire behaviour,
e.g.' height of flame, radiation from 'the opening, appear to' he related to'rate of
burning in a way which is largely :if not whoili independent of crib design. " .....
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TABLE I

m:SULTS FRaU TESTS V,1T!-I. DIFFs:RENT 'IHICKN~SSZS OF ,100D

~"'igbt ~ ~- r900i R90/60 rgo/60
~ak radiationI).Jnsity No. lO.c;:iou.., burnJ.n!:: r6.te

Teat Box or or . or Packine; Crib Firelo&d Area of wood Burni.. Time Burr.ing rate onit are' HaximUlll Timo /wd t area of ",ood 1'1..- Peak flaae
No aiZl lo:wood :: ,004 5tiC~' density height oXf~:sed rate int.:rval of weed burning

interval exposed height radiation f'rcc openins
T exposed !i- rate

rt 1b .. Ib/eu.f't gI" per cent in em Ib/llq.ft glom· aq.ft sq.cm x 11.,- Itv'lrln Idaee see 'ricO - W60 T90/60 Configuration

ti9CJ% - 1't2ot~ Ib/f't Imln yem I~ee AT
Ib/ft

2/min J1Jyeri/aee cal, om-2aeo-1
f"aotor 0.56

"'T Ib/Irln d8e~ eee in. em. eal.ClII-2sco-1

-b in 1.27 em) \ioo

136 3 4.)7 19.9 29 0.47 547 33.) 12 30.5 4.85 2 37 1}4.5 125.0 4-.28 32.4- 429 0.0318 0.259 5.22 3~.6 125 0.039 0.315 78 200 0.538 0.988
137 3 33.0 15.0 30 0.48 257 33.3 9 22.9 J.G7 1.79 99.5 92.4 3.85 29.1 360 0.0387 0.315 4-.78 36.2 247 0.048 O.JB7 66 170 0.585 1. 10
211 3 4-6.4- 21.0 35 0.57 301 50 11 28 5.16 2.52 104 96.5 4.7 35.5 414 0.045 0.368 5.6 42 150 0.044 0.55 60 150 0.63 1.35
212 3 4-6.4- 21.0 33 0.52 321 33.3 111. 29 5.16 2.52 117 108 5.6 42.3 345 0.048 0.39 6.8 51.1 123 0.058 0.4-7 72 180 0.643 1.32
213 3 46.4 21.0 33 0.53 324 25 1~ 32 5.16 2.52 120 107 6.5 49.0 296 0.054 0.456 7.9 60 105 0.066 0.54 72 180 0.645 1.35
214 3 46.4 21.0 33 0.54 316 16.7 15;: 39 5.16 2·52 122 113 8.5 64.5 228 0.071 0.57 B.1 6, 103 0.066 0.54 96 240 0.795 1.4-2
215 3 25.4- 11.5 37 0.58 160 7.1 1; 41 2.82 1.38 54.lt 60 B.9 67.3 123 0.138 1.12 7.9 60 57 0.123 1.00 84 210 1.005 1. 72
216 3 38.0 17.2 34 0.55 256 1.3.5 16 ';1 4.22 2.07 100 93 10.2 77.2 160 0.102 0.83 8.5 69 75 0.085 0.74 96 240 0.88 1.35

1 in 2.'54 C:lI) wood

207 3 ',0 18.1 29 0.4-7 79 50 8 20 4.44 2.17 55·4 51 5.'; 40.1 315 0.095 0.777 5.8 41:· 123 0.105 0.86 72 180 0.36 0.97
209 3 40 18.1 27 0.43 85 33.3 12 30 4.44 2.17 61.8 57.5 5.7 43.0 28e 0.092 0.75 6.6 . 50 . ,08 0.107 0.87 72 180 0·395 1.38
210 3 40 18.1 28 0.45 82 16.7 17 43 4.44 2.17 63.4- 59 6.4 43.5 261 0.105 0.82 7., , 56.6 96 0.11 0.96 84 210 0.68 1. 73
217 3 17 7.7 31 0.4-9 32 7.4 11 28 1.9 0.92 25.8 24 3.1 2,3.3 221 0.120 0.97 \ 5.1 38.5 60 0.198 1.60 72 180 0.41 0.91
218 3 20.6 9.3 28 0.45 42 11.6 11 28 2.... 1.12 33.3 31 4.7 35·0 136 0.141 1. 13 5.6, 4-2.3 66 0.168 1,21 72 180 0.53 0.91
221 3 26.0 11.8 30 0.48 50 100 4 10 2.9 1.41 31.2 29 3.3 25.0 m 0.106 0.86 3.9 29.4 120 0.125 1.02 36 90 0.23 0.85

2in (15.08 em) wood

132 3 53.0 24.1 29 0.47 26 33.3 14 35.6 5.90 2.88 37.60 35.0 3.2:0 24.20 696 0.085 0.693 4.8 j6.3 125 0.129 1.04 1,2 110 0.360 1.220
130 3 49.2 22.4 32 0.52 22 33.3 12 }0.5 5.47 268 3',BO 30.0 2.76 20.85 750 0.0868 0.707 3.8 28.7 128 0.123 0.904- 36 90 0.156 O.921t
134 3 44.4 20.2 29 0.47 22 33.3 12 30.5 4.93 241 31.80 39.0 2.47 18.69 756 0.0777 0.633 3.56 26.9 127 0.112 0.915 30 80 0.285 0.987
128 3 36.5 16.6 ·29 0.47 18 33.3 10 25.4- 4.06 1.99 26.00 24-.2 1.595 12.08 950 0.0613 0....59 2.82 21.4- 125 0.108 0.88 ,8 50 - -
129 3 }O.O 13.6 31 0.50 14 33.3 8 20.3 3.33 1,53 20.25 18.8 0.905 6.85 1390 0.01.46 0.361.;- 1, 70 12.9 66 0.084 0.683 6 20 0.018 -
131 3 29.65 13.5 }0.5 0.49 14 33.3 8 20.} }.30 1.61 20. :>5 18.8 1.075 8.135 1158 0.0530 0.432 1.95 14.8 126 0.096 0.78 6 20 0.030 0.378
124 2 29.6 1}.5 28 0.45 23 33.3 16 40.6 7.40 3.62 21.65 20.1 1.295 9.80 960 0.0598 0.484 1.84 13.9 187 0.085 0.692 42 110 0.4-35 1.035
125 2 26.7 12.1 29 0.47 20 33.3 14 35.6 6.68 3.27 18.80 17.5 1, 23 9.30 963 0.0655 0.533 1.325 ~j. 9 67 O.C$7 0.79 36 90 0.435 0.848
126 2 23.1 10.5 29 0.47 17 33.3 12 30.5 5.77 2.82 16.00 14.9 1.035 7.83 936 0.0647 0.527 1.63 12.4 66 0.102 0.815 24 60 0.328 0.875
122 2 1~.l.1 8.7 29 0.47 14 33.3 10 25.4 4.77 2.33 13.20 12.3 U.76 5.75 1055 . 0.0.575 0.470 1.35 10.2 125 0.102 0.83 ,8 50 0.115 0.835
123 2 14.9 6.8 29 0.47 11 33.3 8 20.3 3.73 1.82 10.30 9.5 0.39 2.9.5 1595 0.0378 0.308 0.87 6.6 66 0.085 0.69 3 ,0 0.035 0.348

3 in (7.62 ..\ wcod

139 3 52.2 23.7 30 0.48 11 28.6 12 30.5 5.80 2.840 23.25 21.6 Criba eeeeea bumin bercre - 1.5 11.4 126 0.064 0.53 No f"lamea outaido the 0. 085
138 3 37.4 17.0· - 30 0.48 8 28.6 9 2~:& 4.15 2.025 16.9 15.7 '20;' wa. TMhed - - 0.59 4.5 187 0.035 0.28 box during these 0.05
140 3 46.8 2,1 • .3 29 0.47 10 "100 7 17; 5.20 2.540 22.7 21.1 0.75 ,- 5.67 2610 O.Oj~ 0.259 0.87 0.6 630 0.038 0.30 - i~ta - 0.11
141 3 52.3 23.7 30 0.49 12 50 10 25.4- 5.81 2.840 24.9 23.2 1.03 7.80 2130 0.041 :>.337 1.2 9.1 502 0.048 0.43 - - 0.175

•
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